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SOCIETY ITEMS FOR SALE

Leyland Torque Binders (and new index numbers 49-96)
A new batch of binders is now available for issues 49 onwards, priced at £7

each (£13 for two) incl P&P.    We have had index numbers 49-96 printed and these
are available at an additional £1.50 per set (+ SAE please if purchased separately).
Available from Mike Sutcliffe (address inside front cover), cheque payable to the
Leyland Society.
Leyland Society memento badge, 2010

These excellent Leyland Tiger badges are now
available through our Society Website or from Dave
Bishop, “Sunnyside”, Whitchurch Road, Aston,
Nantwich, CW5 8DB.  The price is £7.00 (incl P+P),
please make cheque payable to the Leyland Society.
(The photograph shows the actual size of the badge,
with Tiger leaping through the green safety triangle).
DVD – Leylands at Crich  –  our 10th Anniversary Gathering, 2008

This is an excellent and new DVD to celebrate our special Gathering at Crich
in 2008, the DVD just having been produced by Tailgate Productions Ltd and
released at the end of July this year.  It is extremely well put together, varied and
comprehensively covers what was regarded by many as our most successful
Gathering to date.  Copies can be obtained through the Society Website or from
Dave Bishop (address above) at a price of £16.95 (incl P+P), payable to The
Leyland Society.

COVER PICTURES

Front Cover  – This Beaver 12.B/1 (chassis 540591) was new in April 1954.
With drawbar trailer it is seen making a pub delivery in Liverpool on 23rd May 1966.
It was operated by Bents Brewery Ltd of Johnston Street, Liverpool. (Peter Davies)

Back Cover  – In August 1959 another group of enthusiasts (including your
Editor at the age of 16, in the centre) were in Jersey admiring and enjoying the
elderly Leylands, also making plans to bring a TD1 Titan home – more in the next
issue of Leyland Torque.    (Mike Sutcliffe)
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This “Leyland Hippo Blotter” was
made by Leyland Motors as a gift
for customers in the early 1930s,
being part of a set which included a
Badger on a rock and the Bengal
Tiger on an ash tray.  They were cast
in bronze and mounted on a green
onyx base, and looked really
magnificent   

(Mike Sutcliffe)
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As you will have already noticed this is a very special issue of Leyland 
Torque, being our 50th and, as Editor, I am very glad to have produced all 50 issues 
to date, with help from various colleagues, right from the start of the Society, 12½ 
years ago!
 This magazine follows a similar pattern to the usual format, although the 
use of black and white photographs has been restricted to only those essential to tell 
the story so that we can maximise on the colour content.  For this reason the Letters 
section has been held over until Torque No.51, and in its place is a special “album 
style” section devoted purely to interesting and different items in colour, taken 
totally at random, see pages 40-44.  I hope you enjoy them and would like to say a 
big thank you to everyone who has gone to the trouble of sending good material in 
colour to make this all possible – some items I have held in stock for 10 years or 
more, waiting for this day (eg. the Silver Titan at the Stonebow), also the drawing 
of the demonstration Royal Tiger coach, done by former member Mr D Trelfall, and 
sent to me in April 1999, a couple of weeks before he died.
 The use of colour has enabled me to produce a very comprehensive article 
on Leyland’s cat badges which, without colour, would fall very fl at.  It is also a 
good excuse to reproduce some very early colour material from the beginning of 
regular colour photography from the late 1950s.  Due to their age, and in some 
cases deterioration, some of the colour quality is not up to modern standards but that 
doesn’t matter, it’s their rarity value that is important; it is however, not always easy 
to get a good colour balance on a page.
 So, here’s to the next fi fty issues of Leyland Torque.  I will be happy to 
carry on editing them for some time to come provided that you feel that I’m doing a 
reasonable job.  If you feel that we are not covering items of your particular interest, 
please do let me know, better still, please put “pen to paper” (even better put fi nger 
to keyboard) and send me an article and photographs on your particular subject – the 
more communication the better. Keep it coming!
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The original Leyland Torque magazine, after which our magazine is named, 
was fi rst produced in September 1919 described as “An occasional publication 
designed to interest and inform all those who contribute in any way to the production 
and dispatch of Leyland Commercial Motor Vehicles”.  It was edited by Mr A 
Whalesby-Windsor, the General Sales Manager of Leyland Motors and it covered a 
wide range of topics from the plans for a new LMSAC pavilion, the Leyland Motors 
Housing Society Ltd, staff appointments with short histories, training at Wellington 
House, the Leyland Works ball, “what our Labour Manager has to say”, factory 
extensions etc – clearly aimed for internal consumption by Leyland staff.
 Slightly earlier, in May 1919, another in-house magazine started entitled 
“Once-a-Month” – being “the Leyland Motor Company’s note sheet – of concern 
only to the Company’s own Sales Department and its own Depots and Agents”.  
This was also edited by the GSM and although there were signifi cant gaps in the 
early 1920s the magazine went on to reach No.100, but ceased in June 1931 due to 
Whalesby-Windsor’s untimely death.  After a few years, in 1935 it reappeared as the 
Leyland Journal.  Leyland Torque on the other hand was a casualty of the depression 
in the commercial vehicle market, which started in late 1920, and there were only six 
magazines issued, the fi nal Leyland Torque being published in June 1921.

For comparison,  your Editor, (posing!) at the wheel of his 1914 LNWR Leyland “Torpedo” 
charabanc, 90 years later. The picture on the right is of a Leyland RAF Type chara.
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Society Magazine Distribution
 This magazine has been posted to you via a mailing house under our new 
arrangements to streamline distribution and remove one of the time consuming tasks 
from your busy committee.  We plan to appoint a Distribution Co-ordinator at our 
December Committee meeting and give you details in the next issue of Torque.  With 
Journal No.12, we had some copies which had pages 9-12 duplicated and pages 5-8 
missing – please check your copy and contact the Editor if your copy is faulty as we 
have a few to spare as replacements.
Charitable Status
 Success at last!   After three years of discussion, planning, form fi lling etc, the 
Society received confi rmation that we have been successful in applying for Charitable 
Status just after the last issue of Torque was sent out.  This will enable us to benefi t 
from gift aided subscriptions and further strengthen our Society in many ways.  It is 
possible that we may need to revise the wording on our gift aid declarations so that 
we can also benefi t from previous year’s subscriptions, but it is early days yet and 
we’ll keep you informed. 
Leyland Gathering, at Gaydon, 17th July 2011 
 We are pleased to announce that we will be holding our annual Gathering of 
Leylands again in 2011.  PLEASE NOTE THE DATE – one week later than our 
usual date.  We have taken into account both exhibitors’ and members’ comments 
and decided to hold our 2011 Gathering at The British Motor Heritage Centre at 
Gaydon in Warwickshire.  We hope that a more central event location will attract 
new vehicles to our display whilst we hope our regular exhibitors will appreciate the 
new venue this year.  A large, well-surfaced tarmac and grass area will be available 
to us with suffi cient space to display our vehicles and avoid the over crowding that 
we experienced last year.  The museum is well known for its large collection of cars 
and light commercial vehicles, many of which formed part of the Leyland Heritage 
collection.  Many lorry owners will have visited the museum in previous years but 
this will be the fi rst time that buses and coaches will be exhibited at this venue.  
We have more space available to us this year and can accommodate articulated and 
drawbar vehicles but please remember to complete these details on your entry form.
 Overnight accommodation on the Saturday evening will not be available at the 
Gathering site but the Museum may be able to make local arrangements if suffi cient 
demand.  Please indicate on your entry form if you require overnight parking so that 
we can advise the Museum of the expected numbers.  The Society cannot guarantee 
that any facilities will be available at an overnight parking site.
          This is a new venue for the Society, also a new venture for the Museum, and 
we hope that as many vehicle owners as possible will attend the event.  An entry 
form for the event is enclosed with this issue of Torque, which should be returned to 
Gary Dwyer at the address at the top of the form.  Please remember to enclose two 
SSAEs with your entry form.
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 It is with great pleasure that I am able to announce on this “Leyland Trucks 
page” that Ms Andrea Paver, Managing Director of Leyland Trucks Ltd, has agreed 
to take up the post of Hon. President of The Leyland Society.   This will add a further 
dimension of professionalism to the Society and fi ll a vacancy that we have had 
since the formation.  It has been important for us to appoint an appropriate person to 
this position and we are delighted that Andrea has accepted our invitation – Ed.

Steve Whelan is able to give us an insight into Andrea’s background  –  Andrea 
graduated from Michigan State University with an Accounting degree, followed by 
an M.B.A. from the University of Pittsburgh, with a dual emphasis in Operations 
Management and Finance.  Prior to joining PACCAR, Andrea worked for Rockwell 
International - Automotive Division in the U.S, holding various positions in Finance, 
Production and Quality Engineering, working as the production and engineering 
representative to Ford Motor Heavy Truck.  Andrea joined PACCAR in 1995 as a 
participant in the corporate Leadership Development Program in Seattle.  For the 
fi rst year, she had various assignments in Internal Audit, Sales, Quality and Program 
Management.  In 1996 Andrea was assigned as Assistant Materials Manager at the 
Kenworth Renton plant, followed a year later by an assignment as the Materials 
Manager at Kenworth Seattle, where both Kenworth and Peterbilt trucks were 
assembled on the same assembly line.  Andrea then spent the next 5 years with 
Corporate Supplier Quality.  During this time Andrea was trained at the University of 
Michigan in Leadership in Plant Operations.  In 2007, she was assigned to Leyland 
Trucks, U.K. as the Assistant Operations Director, progressing to Operations Director 
in 2008 and  Managing Director in May 2009.
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 Leyland Motors were well known for naming most of their models from the 
mid 1920s, after animals of one sort or another and, also after Greek Gods.  Many 
of the animals were members of the cat family, particularly the larger and more 
powerful cats and this no doubt gave some prestige to the faster and more powerful 
models many of which were used for long distance coach services.
 It all started in 1920 when Leyland exhibited the Leyland Eight car at the 1920 
Olympia Motor Show, Britain’s fi rst eight-cylinder-in-line engined touring car, which 
bristled with innovative features.  Parry Thomas’ intention was to build the “perfect 
motor car”, with no restraints on cost to hamper his spree of experimentation.  The 
end result was a magnifi cent machine, signifi cantly more modern than its nearest 
rival, the Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost, and a car that went on to take the World’s Land 
Speed Record , at 129.73 mph on 26th June 1924.
 The car was a sensation at the 1920 Olympia Show and was immediately 
dubbed by the press as “The Lion of Olympia”, however, the car’s success was 
relatively short lived due to its high price at £2,500 for the chassis and the slump in 
vehicle sales which had already started in the latter part of 1920.
 This was followed by little new in the design of Leyland vehicles until the 
Commercial Motor Show in November 1925 when a completely new passenger 
vehicle was announced, this being the Leyland LSC1 with forward control, and 
the LC1 bonneted version.  They had cranked chassis frames, lower than previous 
designs and then in vogue with many competitors, all trying to produce lower 
vehicles, hence the prefi x “L” in the model designation, standing for “Low”.  
 Remembering the success of the “Lion of Olympia” the name Lion fi tted 
well with the range of new models and the forward control LSC1 was christened 

Figure 1
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“Lion”, with the 
bonneted version 
LC1 being called 
“Lioness”, and 
the smaller model 
LA1 becoming 
“Leveret” – all 
c o n v e n i e n t l y 
starting with the 
letter “L”.  These 
new Leylands 
carried fairly plain 
radiator badges made from German Silver, with the engraved name being fi lled with 
black enamel.  The “By appointment” Coat of Arms was also displayed in the centre 
of the radiator –  see Figures 2, 3 & 4.  (The Coat of Arms seen here is the very rare 
red one, thought to have been used on the passenger-based fi re engines).
 Two years passed and then, in November 1927, the Commercial Motor Show 
at Olympia turned out to be the most monumental event in the history of Leyland 
Motors – this saw the introduction of the Rackham-designed “T” range – being 
the Tiger TS1 (“T” Side-type), Tigress TB1 (“T” Bonneted) and Titan TD1 (“T”- 
Double-decker).  Why the letter “T” was chosen is not known but, continuing the 
“Big Cat” theme possibly Tiger was the next most obvious name.  The name Titan 
continued the “T” fi rst letter, clearly suiting its large size being a double-decker, and 

Figure 5

2

3 4
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this started a Greek God theme (also associated with Olympia) later names being 
Olympic, Olympian and Atlantean.  The name Titanic (TT1) was an extension of the 
name, describing the even larger “extended Titan” (which it was not!), even though 
this name was associated with the shipping disaster fi fteen years earlier.  These new 
models had oval badges at the top of the radiator, still  German Silver with the names 
Leyland and the model engraved and with black enamel – see Figs 7 & 8.  The coat 
of arms still adorned the centre of the radiator.
 The Lion was selling well at this time, particularly the longer LSC3 version, 
and new sales brochures were introduced in November 1927 for both the Lion 

and the Tiger. These had black covers with 
absolutely magnifi cent drawings of a roaring 
Lion, looking very ferocious, in a red circle 
(see Fig. 1) and an equally terrifying Tiger 
leaping through a green safety triangle (see 
Fig. 5), embossed into their covers in a most 
attractive way.  The safety triangle of course 
denoted four wheel brakes, a relatively new 
feature on commercial vehicles of those days.  
These drawings were not used on the vehicles 
of the time, although the Tiger was used 23 
years later for the Royal Tiger and later the 
Worldmaster badges. 

In late 1929 yet another set of badges 
was introduced, being the same shape as the 
previous oval badges and again fi tted at the 

Several coach operators used the new “Running Tiger” motif, as did Pearsons, Liverpool 
on the top front and on the sides.                    (Mike Sutcliffe collection)

6

7

8
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top of the radiator.  They were now made in brass, 
etched to provide a lower background, and then 
hand painted with enamel – a truly magnifi cent 
sight and all slightly different from each other.  
There were 11 of these, applied to both  the goods 
and passenger ranges.  Fig. 9 shows the original 
drawing for the Tiger enamel, sent to Leyland 
Motors for approval by the makers, Fattorini of 
Birmingham.  Figs. 10, 11 & 12 show the Tiger 
(photographed on the surviving Manchester TS2, 
the Lioness (from the preserved White Rose 
LTB1) and the Lion (hand painted by the author, 
who is currently replicating these badges for his 

own collection).   These oval animal badges were accompanied on the radiator by 
the “Royal Coat of Arms”, Leyland scroll and the model name, all combined in a 
large badge, enamelled and in German Silver, fi tted to the lower right hand side of 
the radiator honeycomb – a really impressive sight! – see Figs. 13 & 14.   These 
badges were indeed the most impressive items of “Street Jewellery” to be found on 
any vehicle on the road! (Fig. 15, complete with Bengal Tiger on the radiator cap).

Also in November 1929, a special brochure was introduced for the South 
American market but with the names Puma TS2 and Titan TD1 (there are no tigers 

9

10

11
12

13 14 15
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on the American continent, 
hence Puma).  Fattorini & Sons 
made the drawing for the oval 
badge (see Fig. 16) but it is not 
believed that any of these were 
produced.

Around the same time 
Leyland Motors produced some 
ornaments which consisted of 
either a copper or a brass disc, 
about 7” in diameter, with sculptured heads of a Lion, Lioness and Tiger, also a 
Terrier and possibly others.  The animals heads were made from solder, some coated 

with a yellow metal (brass plated?) and then the 
highlights burnished with copper.  These were 
handed out as gifts to customers in the same 
way as the Wallwork LSC Lion and Titan TD1 
cast iron models.  I have been fortunate enough 
to acquire some of these discs and they all seem 
to be different, the most impressive being some 
bought on eBay (for a ridiculous sum!) which 
included a gold-plated Lion, a Tiger, also a 
Terrier, mounted on a dark coloured copper disk.  
On meeting the previous owner at a motorway 
services in Staffordshire, I discovered that 
they had been bought from a house clearance 
sale around 1960 in Lytham & St Annes – the 
name of the house had been “Leylands”.  These 
almost certainly came from the house of Basil 
Nixon, a long standing director of Leyland 
Motors Ltd – they are some of the most prized 
badges in my collection – see Figs. 17 & 18, 
Fig. 19 being the “standard” Lioness disc.
 Other customer “Cat-gifts” were made 
including the Bengal Tiger (see Torque No.21, 
pages 14-15), also used as a radiator mascot 
on at least two early Tigers.  An example has 
appeared mounted on an ash tray made from 
Onyx (Fig. 20), together with a matching 
hand blotter with a cast Hippo as its handle 
and a Beaver mounted on Onyx.  There was 
a rather heavy paperweight made of the same 
type of sculptured Lion’s head as on the brass/ 
copper discs (Fig. 21) and also a Leyland Cub

16

17

18

19
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ashtray (Fig. 22) on the announcement of that 
model.

It had originally been intended to call the 
Cub model by two different names, the Bee (for 
the truck) and the Briton (for the bus/coach) 
but in September 1930, Leyland management 
changed the 
names to 
Colt for the 
KG1 (goods 
model) and 
Cub for 
the KP1 
(passenger).  
Some sales literature included the name Colt 
but it was never in fact used on a vehicle 
and all of the models were merely called 
Cub, whether passenger or goods.  The fi rst 
examples carried the 1930/31 type of Leyland 
Cub badge with coat of arms above, fi xed in the 
usual position at the bottom right hand corner 
of the radiator honeycomb (see Fig. 23), and 
these were probably the most common of all 
the “By Appointment” Leyland badges with 
the model name.  Later versions just included 
the word Cub at the bottom right hand corner 
of the radiator honeycomb (Fig. 24) although 
there were a handful of the slightly larger 
model designated Lion Cub (see Fig. 25).  
These of course, gradually turned into the  

Cheetah (Fig. 26) of the LZ series with a plain 
Cheetah badge in a specially raised part of the 
bottom “tank” of the radiator.

For 1932, new models were introduced 

23

20 21 22

24

25

26
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at the 1931 Show, being the Tiger TS4, Titan TD2 and Lion LT5, and these had 
slightly different radiators, usually carrying the Leyland name on the top tank and 
the model name on a small cast aluminium rectangular plate on the right hand side 
of the bottom tank.   Fig. 27 shows one of these rectangular plates as fi tted to an 
export Lioness Six (LLTB3?), now renamed the Tigress, for Colonial Coachlines, 
in July 1933.  Slightly earlier, the Lioness Six LTB1, when sold to Spanish-speaking 

countries, had been called the Leona, Spanish 
for Lioness – see Fig. 28.
      From 1933, with the new and more 
rectangular radiator on the TS6 and TD3, the 
badges were much more plain with the words 
“Tiger” and “Lion” in almost rectangular 
badges at the bottom of the radiator (Figs. 29 
& 30), and a few Tigers were sold in South 
America but called the Puma (see Fig. 31).
   In the late 1930s many of the earlier TS1-3 
Tigers and LT1-3 Lions were rebuilt and 

modernised with new Cov-Rad radiators.  These followed the basic shape of the 
earlier Tigers, very much elongated to provide a more “modern” look, and they 
were fi tted with a long, thin rectangular 
Tiger/Tigress/Lion badge (see Fig. 
32, also Torque No.5, page 23 for the 
Lioness badge).  Many of these vehicles 
with CovRads survived until the 1950s 
(in particular the Titan TD2s of Eastern 
Counties Omnibus Co which lasted in 
reasonable numbers up to about 1960).
 Later Cubs followed a similar 
pattern with the position and style of 

27

29

28

30

31
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badges (see Fig. 33), and, apart from 
the Lynx DZ lorry, produced just 
before WWII, (see Fig. 34) there were 
no new cat badges for some time.  The 
4-cylinder Lion was discontinued with 
the outbreak of War, and there had been 
very few Tigress models built in the 1930s, mainly for export.  After the War, the PS1 
and PS2 Tigers had quite plain  radiators with no model name.

The next major event came in 1950 with the underfl oor engined Leyland 
Royal Tiger chassis, and this started a new generation of Leyland cat badges.  The 
most striking feature of the Royal Tiger badge was the revival of the 1927 Tiger as 
depicted jumping through the safety triangle.  This was now featured as a superb 
enamelled badge, and the Tiger was mounted on a stylised shield with wings, with 
the words “LEYLAND” at the top and “ROYAL” “TIGER” at the sides, embossed 
into the chromium plated background (see Fig. 35).  Even though the Royal Tiger 
generally went out of fashion around 1954 the same badge was continued for the 
Royal Tiger Worldmaster for many years later although it lost the words Royal 
Tiger, just with Leyland written at the top.

The Royal Tiger was followed by the Tiger Cub which had a similar badge 
but with the words “TIGER CUB” replacing Royal Tiger and an extremely attractive 
and well designed enamelled head of a Tiger Cub.  A few of these were fi tted with 

32 33

34

35
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37

38

O.600 engines to become the Royal
Tiger Cub, a sort of mixture between 
the Tiger Cub and Royal Tiger.  These 
had the standard Tiger Cub badge, without the 
with script at the sides, and with the words Royal Tiger 
Cub on a small plate at the bottom (see Fig. 36), these being quite rare. There are 
probably more badges made than vehicles!

In 1959, the Leyland Leopard was introduced, thereby introducing an 
almost new name to the cat family.  The Leopard name had been used in 1926 for a 
proposed order for Edinburgh and for two especially long Lions built for Liverpool, 
and designated PLSC2, during the short time that this model had a “P” prefi x for 
passenger.  Despite the fact that the “P” prefi x was only included in the Leyland 
Data Sheets for a short time, then eliminated, it has unfortunately been applied to 
all models retrospectively by custom and practice, – Leyland Motors virtually never 
used the “P” prefi x in any of their records, other than these few Data Sheets.  The 
1959 Leopard badge (see Fig. 37) became a regular sight in the 1960s and 1970s on 
the vast number of these vehicles produced.  The later Leopards had a rather boring 
plain badge (Fig. 38).

In 1959/60 
a new rear engined 
chassis was dev-
eloped, said to be 
a mix between 
the Worldmaster 
and Atlantean and 
this was given the 

name Lion (see Leyland Society Journal Nos.11 & 12).  These carried an enamelled 
picture of a very “proud-looking, king-like” Lion on the standard Leyland badge/ 
shield.  Not many were built and these are now very rare, although there were 
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more badges produced 
than vehicles!  When 
it was produced, it had 
probably been forgotten 
at Leyland Motors that 
the artwork for a roaring 
Lion had already been 
produced in 1927, at the 
same time as the original 
Tiger (Royal Tiger) and 

the new Lion looked 
very tame compared 
with its ancestor (see 
Fig. 39).
Rear engined 

models then became 
all the rage with the 
Panther (see Fig. 40 
– the colours of this 
badge relating to an 
Australian Panther) 
and this was followed 
by the much rarer 
Panther Cub (see 
Fig. 41).
The most elaborate 

badge ever produced 
by Leyland Motors was for the Royal Tiger Doyen in the 1980s (see Fig. 44 overleaf).  
This consisted of a new design of enamelled and chromed Tigers head, used on its 
own for the standard Leyland Tiger chassis, but now with a crown, fl owing leaves 
at either side, and mounted on a special fi breglass cast mount.  Not many of these 
were made and I am proud to have two slightly 
different Royal Tiger Doyen badges in my 
collection.   A Royal Tiger variant was made, 
being a sort of half way stage between the two 
badges.   Three smaller versions were made for 
key fobs and to adorn the steering wheel centre, 
the ones depicted here, both on key fobs – in 
Fig. 42 is the standard Tiger’s head, and Fig. 43, 
the Royal Tiger variant with its crown (being 
well worn and in every day use on my car).

Just before the last of the Leyland Tigers 
fi nished production the engine sizes were 

39

40

41

42 43
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increased (Tiger Turbo 290) and a new (and now very rare) Tiger’s head was designed 
with only a handful being made (see Fig. 45).  Some of these were also produced in 
miniature form, for steering wheel centres and key fobs, making the third variation 
on this theme.   In addition to theses colourful badges, some rather plain elongated 
script badges were introduced, being a long, thin strip of aluminium, painted black, 

and with the model name 
written in silver.  Shown here 
are three – the Tiger 245 – Fig. 
46 (other variations were either 
plain or had the engine size, eg. 
Tiger 260), the Cub (a goods-
derived small bus chassis), and 
the Lynx. There was also a small 
Cub badge (Fig 47). The Lynx
was a name to be revived for the 
last single decker bus designed 
and built by Leyland, the name 
having been applied only to 
lorries before, at the end of the 
1930s, and again in the 1960/70s.  
The Lynx had quite an attractive 

Figure 44

45
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badge (see Fig. 48) although 
the head of the Lynx looked 
rather crudely designed (though 
“perky looking”!) compared 
with some of the other badges 
that had been used on Leyland 
Cats in the past.
 Pride of place should 
however, go to the Lion and Tiger 
pictures originally designed in 
1927, the Royal Tiger badge 
being fi tted to many thousands 
of Leyland Royal Tigers and 
Worldmasters in the 1950s 
and 1960s – the Worldmaster 
being a very appropriate name 
for such a magnifi cent breed of 
cats.   (Our Leyland Society badge 
for 2010 is based on the 1927 
“Royal” Tiger type of badge and 
is available now – see page 47)

Ellen Smith of Rochdale used the Tiger/Royal Tiger emblem on the side of their coaches 
for over fi fty years, with this Leyland Royal Tiger Doyen being a very appropriate vehicle to 
carry the cat badges an absolutely magnifi cent coach!              (Mike Sutcliffe collection)

46

47

48
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184. Worldmasters Wanted
 From Richard Gadsby  –  What a nice photograph of YHA 26!  Interestingly, 
this vehicle operated for a short time within the famous Ayrshire co-operative A1 
Service of Ardrossan.  Owning member Thomas and Edward Docherty of Irvine 
acquired the vehicle in March 1964, operating it for a couple of years, before it 
passed to an owner in Bolton.  At that time Docherty’s coach fl eet was part of A1, 
although a separate coach unit was later established in July 1975. YHA 26 had been 
sold by Gliderways to Cooper of Gilesgate Moor in County Durham in 1960 before 
it passed to the Glasgow-based dealer Millburn Motors Limited in January 1964, and 
then to A1. As far as I am aware this was the only Worldmaster coach (not taking 
into account the Glasgow Corporation batch of thirty RT3/1 service buses) to operate 
in Scotland, although I would be happy to be proved wrong! Alistair Douglas 
photographed the coach, in Kilmarnock following its rebuild as shown here.
 By sheer co-incidence Mike Sutcliffe was looking through some of the LML 
General Manager’s Reports for February 1956 and spotted in the Sales Report that 
“Gliderways have ordered 4 more Worldmasters for delivery in early 1957”!  (The 
same report said there was a possibility of an order from Edinburgh for 100 Titans 
for 1959 (3 years later!) and they may be Low Floor DDs !)   Whatever happened 
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to these 4 Worldmasters?   Were they built, or perhaps Tiger Cubs were substituted 
– who can tell us?   Is any reader able to write an article for us on the Worldmaster, one 
of Leyland’s most numerous chassis? – Ed.    

190. Leyland-engined Graders
 Co-incidentally both Mike Greenwood and Barry Marshall have sent 
pictures of this strange contraption.  Barry says – “I don’t know much about this 
fantastic vehicle.  It is at Owlerton Stadium, Sheffi eld, and is operated by the track 
curator of the Sheffi eld Tigers Speedway Team.  It is used weekly in the speedway 
season for scraping shale off the track.  As far as I can tell it has a Leyland engine 
fi tted but I don’t know the age of it.  It is fairly old, there are 2 number plates fi tted, 
on the front and rear of the cab but both are different.  I don’t know if it of any 
interest to you or your members.  Have you ever seen one like it before?  (We had a 
similar topic on page 20 of Torque No.43, FFT item 168, relating to Galion Graders.  Bill 
Cowan from New Zealand responded but his letter has been on hold for a while as it was 
hoped to get a bit more information on the subject – who can help us?)

191. Strange Leyland Artic
 Peter Davies has sent this picture of an odd looking Leyland with Ergo cab, 
operated by Hayward, Walsall – What is it?  (Have we seen it before)?
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As we have seen before, the 1930s Leyland Motors Depot Manager in India was a dab 
hand at industrial espionage and photographed this early local attempt at building a 
Dromedary Autotanker, pictured in September 1936, and secretly sent it on to Head Offi ce 
in Leyland! – Ed.

Mr J.Frauenfelder from the Czech Republic has sent us this photograph of a scratch built 
1:50 model of the Dromedary/ Thompson BP Autotanker featured in the last issue.  It may 
have been made by Alan Smith Auto Models, Farnborough www.asam.co.uk  who made 
many promotional models for Leyland.  They also made models of the Landmaster.
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 These pages are devoted to early colour photographs taken mainly by two of 
our lorry experts, Peter Davies and Neil Steele.  Pages 20 & 21 show lorries featured 
in the last issue of Torque and it is good to see them in new pictures in full colour.  

A familiar sight around Liverpool Docks in the ‘50s and ‘60s was this distinctive bulk fl our 
Octopus 22.O/1 operated by James Sumner & Co of Chorley.  It is seen here in Queen’s 
Dock on May 23rd 1966.  See also the back cover of Torque No.49.                 (Peter Davies)

One of T E Short’s Interim Beavers, JX 9276, near Bradford back in May 1966.  A year 
or so later it was noticed in the hands of the Festiniog Railway and it is now preserved in 
Yorkshire albeit in an un-restored condition.                  (Peter Davies)
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ADM 354 may have begun life in 1937 as a Leyland  Beaver TSC11A with Shone’s of 
Buckley, Flintshire, and was later shortened into this ballast tractor for operation by Jarvis 
Robinson Transport.                      (Peter Davies)

KRE 4 was new in January 1942 to the LMLtd. Works Fleet, a TSC18 Beaver (chassis 311602), 
seen north bound on the M1 en-route to Staffordshire in the 1960s, loaded with an SKZ Cub 
and towing a DZ1 Lynx, both now preserved, though not the Beaver.              (Neil D. Steele)
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Seen parked at a transport café in May 1966 near Beattock Summit on the A74, ESM 942D 
was then a new 14BT.17R ‘Freightline’ Beaver artic (chassis L44384) of Road Services 
Caledonian, part of the Tayforth Group.                  (Peter Davies)

Photographed at the junction of Oak Road and Station Road, Flitwick on a cold and misty 
November morning in 1984 is this brand new Constructor Six concrete mixer of Redland 
Concrete.                     (Peter Davies)
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This rare colour photograph shows an immaculate Leyland (B44F) bodied Royal Tiger PSU1/13 (Chassi
from the Leyland works, and in front of the Osbaldeston Almshouses of 1870.  HJU 546 was the last ve
found on the Loughborough to Leicester via the (Charnwood) Forest service.  It was sold to neighbouri
to Stevenson of Spath near Uttoxeter in 1966 with whom it ran until 1973       

MAGNIFI

assis 520838, Line No.934) when new in June 1952.  The location is Fox Lane, Leyland, a short distance 
t vehicle to be purchased for the fl eet of C H Allen, Mountsorrel, Leicestershire, and was almost always fl eet of C H Allen, Mountsorrel, Leicestershire, and was almost always fl
ouring operator Boyer of Rothley in 1956, passing to Midland Red, as number 4848 in 1959, and fi nally fi nally fi

              (BCVMT C45)

IFICENT !
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Thanks to John Bennett, Mike Fenton, Richard Gadsby, Peter Greaves, Geoff Kelland, Jon 
Kneale, Graham Martin-Bates, Jasper Pettie, Michael Plunkett  and Garry Ward.

Scottish Motor Traction, Leyland Titan TD5, CS 7024 (Torque Nos.48/9)
 Jasper Pettie notes that as well as the Western SMT rebuilds, Central SMT 
also sent eight Leyland-bodied Titan TD5s to ECW’s Irthlingborough works (job 
nos. R599 – 606).  This was followed by 14 Leyland-bodied Tiger TS7s (job nos. 
R607-20).
‘Royal Iris’, Leyland Titan PD1, AHF 365 (Torque Nos. 48/9)
 Jon Kneale updates the story.  It was apparently the Isle of Man Government 
which purchased AHF 365, had it dressed as the ‘Lady of Man’ registered MN 44
for promotional work, and re-engined it with an E181 engine from a Tiger PS1.  He 
believes that it has passed to a ‘nautical owner’ in Kent.  An irreverent thought is 
how should one dress to drive AHF 365/ MN 44? –  as Cap’n Birdseye?!
McLennan, Spittalfi eld, Leyland Badger TA4, GS 2157 (Torque No.49)
 This remarkable Badger (Chassis No.66367) was supplied to William 
Armstrong of Spittalfi eld in August 1930 with a Cadogan (of Perth) B24F body.  
In April 1945 Armstrong’s chief engineer, McLennan, took over the business.  It 
must have been a useful vehicle as, in 1950, the bus was ‘rebodied’ using the roof, 
sides and rear of the ‘utility’ body from a wartime Bedford OWB, although the front 
of the body to the scuttle was fashioned by McLennans themselves.  The Badger 
and OWB shared a wheelbase of 14’ 6” making the transfer feasible.  The OWB 
body may have been an SMT one from 1943 Bedford WG9904 and the concoction 
continued in service until 1952.  Graham Martin-Bates and Richard Gadsby supplied 

Richard Gadsby collection
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the information which is contained in the new (and recommended) PSV Circle fl eet 
history of McLennans (No. PL6).  The Badger was also pictured in Torque No.18
London Transport, Leyland Tigers, AG 4145, VA 8890  (Torque No.49)
 Michael Plunkett assesses this pair succinctly as  “Scottish lamb dressed up as 
mutton!”   Behind the facade hid two elderly (1929) TS1 Tigers – AG 4145 (chassis
60521), new to Scottish General (No.145), and VA 8890 (chassis 60222) new to 
Midland Bus Services of Airdrie.  Both then entered the Western SMT fl eet.  In 1944 
a batch of WSMT TS7 Tigers was rebodied by Alexander as double-deckers and 
the 1937 Leyland single-deck bodies were fi tted to older Tigers, including the two 
shown (and also some elderly ex-Ribble Tigers, Garry Ward notes).  However the 
Leyland bodies were to a very distinctive and handsome style which is not evident 
(apart from the front) on AG and VA so they must have been rebuilt (by Alexander?) 
to the utilitarian condition seen.  Presumably the modernisation included TS7/8 type 
radiators and miniscule wartime headlamps.  These confections were withdrawn by 
WSMT in 1948 and reached Valliant of Ealing in May that year, for hire to London 
Transport during vehicle shortages. 
McLennan, Spittalfi eld, No.39,  Leyland PS1, CGS 293 (Torque No.49)
 This was an odd purchase by McLennans whose policy, from 1948 to the 
early 1960s, was to build their own bodies on new vehicles.  This Tiger had chassis 
491109 and was supplied in August 1949 with coachwork, new to these pages, by 
Ormac of Preston.  It had, for McLennans, a short life of ten years and was not 
rebuilt or even converted to omo.  It passed to the public school Trinity College of 
Glenalmond and then on to that use common in Perthshire and Angus - a ‘farm bus’ 
with Methven Castle Farm, Perth.
Pilot Coaches, High Wycombe,  Royal Tiger, PBH 18 (Torque No.49)
 This coach turned out to have an interesting later history.  Not that anything 
turned out by Thurgood’s Ware workshops wasn’t interesting in its own right!  This 
was a Royal Tiger PSU1/9 (chassis 511332) with Thurgood’s C39C body for Pilot of 
High Wycombe in December 1951.

The afterlife was by 
courtesy of dealer Les 
Gleave of Audlem, 
Cheshire who length-
ened six Royal 
Tigers to 36 feet and  
rebodied them with 
Plaxton C51F coach 
bodies.  They were 
reregistered 501-4
WLG and 2048/9 LG

OS Collection via 
John Bennett
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(ex LXM 22/21, KDG 739, JP 9379, PBH 18 and LRH 56).  They were sold, in order, to 
Roberts of Crewe,2 in 7/62, Webster, Wigan 8/62, Florence, Morecambe 8/62, Harrison, 
Morecambe 5/63 and Webster, Wigan 4/63.  PBH 18/ 2048 LG was sold on to Progress 
of Chorley 2/65, Progress of Mossley 5/67, Byrne, Leek 7/67 and fi nally Berresfords, 
Cheddleton.

I do hope the Royal Tiger braking system was upgraded by Gleave to Leopard 
specifi cation as a number of coach drivers have told me about brake fade on long 
hill descents and one operator using heavy Royal Tiger buses on a long, intensive, 
heavily-laden hilly service, kept a fi tter on hand daily to check and adjust brakes at 
one terminus.

NEW ITEMS:

NIRTB/ Ulster Transport Authority, Leyland Titans
 A Leyland-ish front, up to the dome, on this lowbridge Titan PD2/1 
MZ 7785, (lower picture) but the multi-windowed remainder, didn’t come from 
South Works, so where was it built and where did the components come from?  The 
earlier PD1 GZ 3264, with rather angular body, has some similarities with Alexander 
– any connection, or is it a pure Park Royal (ugly!) body?

Both photos 
Mike Sutcliffe
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New Zealand Tiger Movan
This  appears to be a bus-bodied Tiger PS/ OPS which someone has converted 

into a mobile home (and a half!). It was seen in Waihi in New Zealand’s north island.  
Can anyone add anything on this very odd looking machine?

Tantivy Cheetah in a Jersey quarry, J 6798
Just out of service in Jersey in 1959, can the former identity of this LZ Cheetah 

be established?  A fi ne pair of Gruss air-springs is evident on the accompanying ex 
Redline Gilford 168OT coach.

 Mike Sutcliffe
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In 1956 coffee bars were the socially exciting places to be, so Prince Marshall, 
Ken Blacker, Mike Dryhurst and I were crowded in the tiny, candle-lit cellar of 
our current favourite sipping frothy cappuccino from little glass cups and inevitably 
lapsing into ‘bus talk’. Ken had been to Jersey and was relating to us the amazing 
transport scene he had encountered, a virtual living, operating museum of buses 
from the twenties and thirties which had survived the Occupation, or been purchased 
immediately after the war second-hand from the mainland as obsolete, but now joined 
by increasing numbers of new vehicles, Morris, Albion and Dennis saloons, Leyland 
PD2s and of course Bedford OB Vistas for the independent coach operators.
 We pressed for details; yes – Leyland TD1s and 2s, LT Lions, early Cubs 
and unbelievably two or three LSC Lions, the last of many, which emerged at peak 
holiday times.  There were also pre-war AECs, Dennis Lancets with threepenny-bit 
radiators, even a Gilford and two Lioness coaches one of which had served King 
George V as a shooting brake.
 For Prince and me the seed was sown; there would have to be an expedition 
and obviously at the next August Bank Holiday when hopefully the hot Jersey sun 
would shine down on the crowds and the arched, matchboard roofs of those veteran 
Lions, as well of course, as the piano-fronted Titans, which for me were already, 
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Above - One of two Leyland Hybridge bodied Titan TD2s delivered new to Jersey Motor 
Transport in July 1932, photographed by your Editor 27 years later at the Weighbridge, 
St Helier.  Note the advertisement.                     (Mike Sutcliffe)
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irresistibly singing their siren 
song in second and third gear 
from across the channel.

So it came about that on 
Friday 2nd August 1957 after 
weeks of planning, traumas of 
fi nance and uncertainties of 
booking, Ken, Prince and me 
and my non-bus friend Paul were 
aboard a one-and-a-half-deck 
BEA coach bound for Heathrow.  
The plane which awaited us was 
a “Pionair”, a Dakota just re-
seated from ferrying tomatoes which then throbbed us unpressurised at 6000 feet 
over the coast, over the glittering, furrowed water, and Sark and with rising levels of 
excitement as we sucked our boiled sweets, down over the cliffs and yellow gorse to 
Jersey Airport and a world as remote from the London of only an hour before as one 
could imagine.
 Transport in Jersey had developed with burgeoning tourism in the nineteenth 
century.  Horsedrawn excursion brakes and two separate railways augmenting basic 
horse bus services from St Helier, the principal town, to surrounding parishes.  Motors 
began to displace horses early in the twentieth century especially after the Great 
War when ex-servicemen with driving and mechanical experience might purchase 
surplus army chassis on which to have a char-a-banc or bus bodies built locally.
 Jersey Motor Transport (JMT) was launched in 1923, an offshoot of Devon 
Motor Transport, in competition with many other small bus and coach fl eets as well 
as the railways, until 1939 by which time the trains had gone and stage services were 
in the hands of only three major operators, JMT itself, Safety Coach Services and 
Tantivy, with a town service in St Helier run by J Manning’s “Joe’s Bus Service”.
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JMT purchased 3 Leyland bodied Lion LT2s in 1931. 
No.38, J 723, is seen at speed along the St Brelades 
Bay coast road in 1959                      (Mike Sutcliffe)

This 1928 LSC3 Lion, 
originally Birkenhead 
74, CM 7393, came 
from Tantivy Motors 
in 1949, lasting in 
service with JMT until 
1957

(Mike Sutcliffe 
collection)
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However, during the late nineteen-twenties there had been problems within 
JMT which led to the appointment in 1931 of a new General Manager, an experienced 
and dynamic executive from Leyland Motors Ltd, Major F H Blakeway, who arrived 
in Jersey bringing with him, unannounced, a Leyland TD1 Hybridge double-decker 
to the astonishment – and some concern – of everyone!
 The Major maintained his contacts with Leyland (though sadly not with his 
Trojan car) and over the next few years acquired several ex-demonstrators both 
double and single deck, including the Titan which had started life as a trolley bus, as 

well as new LT2s and TD2s 
and then as the company 
expanded, a fl eet of second-
hand LSC Lions, both buses 
and coaches.  But in 1940 
the German Occupation 
brought drastic reductions 
in bus services and the 
commandeering of many 
coaches.  Petrol supplies 
reduced to the point where 
only a handful of civilian 
vehicles were licenced, 
running on producer gas 
systems.
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Paradise! – The Weighbridge in St Helier was an excellent place for photography with all these 
gems available.  Alan Lambert had already been there in the pre-colour photography days.

…..and what should come round the corner into the 
evening sunshine? – an LT1 Lion (with LT2 radiator), 
J 4299, which now resides at Lincoln.      (Mike Sutcliffe)
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 So, with the ‘Liberation’ in 1945 it became necessary to obtain replacement 
vehicles from any source before new buses were available to augment those which had 
survived the Occupation.  Major Blakeway therefore acquired any surplus Leylands 
from the mainland, especially Lions of any vintage, those having proved well suited 
to conditions on Jersey.  There was also a motley collection of disparate makes from 
the fl eets of SCS and Tantivy, the last major competitors to be taken over. 

And to see and sample some of these veterans was why Ken, Prince, Paul 
and I were heading into Town aboard a rather dull Morris on contract to BEA. But 
then, that fi rst sight of the Weighbridge bus terminus in St Helier: gathered round the 
central gardens were two Hybridge and the Lowbridge Titan parked amidst a ‘pride’ 

of Lions, LT1s, 2s and an LT5.  
There must have been other 
vehicles, post war Albions and 
Morris saloons, but I did not see 
them, for me the trip was now 
justifi ed and in a haze of green 
and cream I was transported back 
to childhood visits to Worthing 
where just such Titans had fi rst 
seduced me at the age of three or 
four to a life of devotion!
 An LT1 left with a gentle, 
staccato burst of exhaust.  Ken 
led Prince off to fi nd their 
superior hotel.  Paul suggested 
we had a paddle before searching 
out our digs, but I had seen lying 
in the gutter what could only be 

On arriving at the centre of St Helier, the Weighbridge, it would bring a lump to the throat 
of any enthusiast!                         (Alan Lambert)

JMT 39, TD1, with Prince Marshall (left), Michael 
Plunkett (centre) and Ken Blacker (right) – They would 
all take one home with them!          (Michael Plunkett)
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JMT, No.40, J 4601, was a short Lion, LSC1, new to Jersey Railways & Tramways in 1928, 
being sold to JMT in 1932.  It later went to the Science Museum.              (Alan Lambert)

Three of the fi ve early Titans lined up together.  The two nearest the camera never made it 
into preservation.                                (Alan Lambert)
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Williamson punch tickets in those very colours and stripes I had treasured from 
previous Southdown journeys; so was I in some sort of time-warp?  Was this a world 
in aspic?  I was led away.
 Financial constraints indicated a modest supper so the ‘Weighbridge Café’ (or 
was it the ’Miranda’?) adjacent to the JMT offi ces seemed a suitable choice, nicely 
situated with a window table overlooking all the comings and goings, buses showing 
exotic destinations, ‘L’Ecluse, L’Ouisne, Bonne Nuit and almost all exhorting one to 
“insist on Mary Ann, Jersey’s famous beer” well, that might come later.  So we ate 
pork chops and whilst awaiting the follow-up apple pie and duckling-yellow custard, 
past the window trundled LSC Lion No.3!

It being fi ne and the evening meal over, while the hotels repositioned the 
sauce bottle holders on the tables ready for breakfast, their guests, many showing the 
crimson signs of over-indulged sun worship, were making their way to the brightly-

This little 1931 KP2 Cub, with Leyland B20F body built at Ham Works, Kingston, started 
life as a Leyland Demonstrator, PL 9902.   It arrived on the Island with Tantivy in 1947, 
passing to JMT as No.41 in 1949                (Mike Sutcliffe)

Titan TD1 No.39, J 6041 (left) and Tiger TS3 No.53 (now with LT2 radiator).  The latter 
bus was rebuilt in 1957 to an open “boat”, lasting ‘till 1963.  It became a deck-chair carrier 
but was wrecked when it was engulfed by the tide – a sad end!   (Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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lit duty free shops; a Continental laxity offering booze, perfume, exotic cigarettes 
and lighters with which to fi re them up as well as Jersey’s own postage stamps.  
While others strolled arm in arm along the promenades under ribbons of coloured 
bulbs seemingly stretching to distant St Aubin, round the bay and offshore, Elizabeth 
Castle now illuminated refl ected across the surface of the darkening water.  Paul and 
I joined the strollers without much plan of action until suddenly my inbuilt Titan 
detectors made me turn round to see heading towards us TD1 Hybridge No.39, lights 
glowing and destined for St Aubin.  Adrenalin fuelled, I fl agged it down and dragged 
Paul into the saloon, still in its blue trim from demonstrator livery with Leyland 

and pungent with that well 
remembered smell of hot oil and 
petrol exhaust.  Then off, through 
the contralto sound of gears, the 
suck of the carburettor and vague 
rumble from the engine.  This 
was how to travel!

Later, we did “Insist on Mary 
Ann” at a smugglers pub in a 
secluded bay and sat on rocks 
by the shore smoking little gold 
tipped Abdullas till it was time to 
scramble in the dark for the last 
bus home to bed.
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Three ex-Southdown Harrington bodied KPZ1 & 2 Cubs were bought as late as 1954/56, 
when already 18/19 years old but in immaculate condition.             (Mike Sutcliffe)

The turntable in the Snow Hill railway cutting, with 
JMT No.1, a Davidson bodied LT1 Lion, originally 
owned by Lancs. United.                    (Alan Lambert)
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         There were still two and a half days left, so on Saturday we explored the Town, 
indulged in coffee and cream cakes and saw Joe’s Bus Service c. 1928 AEC Reliance 
in its garage before catching a clattering Albion to St Lawrence Church for a walk up 
Waterworks Valley and a very leisurely picnic lunch, thereby missing a rendezvous 
with Ken and Prince which had been suggested.  So we walked on to Trinity village 
where a little support from Mary Ann encouraged us to plod on to Boiuley Bay, 
Rozel and eventually Gorey – twelve miles of unique country and coast but – a 
whole day deprived of elderly Leylands!  Sunday must be different.

In fact Sunday proved a Red Letter day and a hot one too.  From our digs 
we chose a route over Mount Bingham, the great rock outcrop which dominates 
the docks area and is crowned by Fort Regent.  The steep road down to the town 
provides the ultimate test for aspiring JMT drivers who have to pilot an LSC Lion 
changing down through the gate and without using the brakes – not easy!  Following 
this road one can look down on the Weighbridge gardens and the buses parked there, 
the sun indeed shining on their roofs and identifying a variety of makes, on this 
Sunday morning Titans, Lions, Albions a prewar Dennis and a small normal control 
Morris, an ex-Southdown Leyland Cub coach, and, just arriving from the depot, 

an LSC Lion!  It was No.51 and by 
the time we reached it, out of breath, 
was loading for Greve de Leq.  
Shamelessly queue barging we 
forced our way aboard as the last 
standing passengers for what proved 
a lively run through the island and at 
the end an invitation to sit in the very 
basic (and extremely hot) cab!  It all 
merited an insistence on Mary Ann 
at the Moulin de Leq where to our 
surprise we found Ken and Prince.

Titan TD5, No.23, later to become a tree lopper, and an LT5 Lion which had once been 
Yorkshire Woollen HD 4608.             (Mike Sutcliffe collection)

TD1, J 1199, with the “trolley bus” body, could 
easily do a steady 40mph along the coast road of 
St Brelades Bay.         (Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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True to form, Bank 
Holiday Monday was 
grey and cool.  Ken 
suggested that we 
should see what was 
operating the special 
service to the Race 
Course located near 
the Airport in the south 
west of the island.  
There we found buses 
shuttling in and out 
at frequent intervals 
but after only a short 
time ‘strategically’ 
queuing, stepping back 
to bypass unwanted 

buses, LSC1 No.3 rolled up and we boarded.  This was a ‘short’ Lion with a saloon 
divided to provide a rear smoking compartment.  Again the performance was lively 
and characterised by the whine from the double-reduction rear axle and occasional 
growls from the transmission brake.  Our fellow passengers hurried off to lose their 
money on the horses while we walked out to Corbierre Lighthouse.

There was one fi nal memorable ride.  Ken and Paul went for a swim leaving 
Prince and me to return to St Helier, to collect our bags ready for departure that 
evening, and the bus which conveyed us was No.24, the Lowbridge TD1, at 
exhilarating speed along the coast road, obviously in superb condition. The engine 
and transmission performed just as Mr Rackham must have intended as he bent over 
his drawing board more than thirty years before!

We had spent a weekend which would infl uence the rest of our lives; sadly 
for Prince a short life.  We would all return to the Island, though not as a group, over 
the next few years while the Lions and Titans remained, even when ex-London RTLs 
resplendent in green and cream usurped the Weighbridge stands and diesel smoke 
replaced the once universal hint of petrol.
 Major Blakeway, soon to retire, facilitated the sale and shipping of a small 
fl eet of aged Leylands back to the mainland for preservation so that by the 1960s the 
sight and sounds and smells of buses and coaches once found throughout Britain but 
extinct for a decade or more, could again be experienced.
         But all that, the trials and tribulations of those early preservationists some of 
whom had been inspired by a visit to that unspoilt, magical island, is another story 
– quite another story!   (This magical island inspired not only these four holidaymakers 
but others who followed shortly afterwards (see back cover), into an explosion of interest in 
the fl edgling bus preservation movement.  The story will be continued in the next issue of 
Leyland Torque, with a detailed account of some of the buses that were brought back from 
Jersey for preservation and what has happened to them since. – Ed.)

A Leyland Cheetah, J 10244, running fl at out along the coast
road towards St Helier.                                (Mike Sutcliffe)
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More modern Ley-
lands on Jersey in-
cluded two Titan 
PD1As, in immacu-
late condition and 
still looking like new. 
Given these “I insist 
on Mary Ann, Jer-
sey's famous beer”.

(Mike Sutcliffe)

Ten years later, three 
Titans, now in a less 
attractive livery.  Ma-
jor Blakeway didn’t 
like the Met-Camm 
bodied PD2/22s, and 
suggested that “they 
should be put where 
a monkey stuffs his 
nuts” – wherever 
that may be?!

(Mike Sutcliffe 
collection)

This KPZ1 Cub 
started life as AOD 
862 with Parker 
Tours, Ilfracombe.  
It arrived in St Hel-
ier with Blue Coach 
Tours in 1948, and to 
W Woodnutt (West-
ern Services), St 
Aubin in 1954.  Seen 
here as a caravan in 
1959.

(Mike Sutcliffe)
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The drawing of the prototype Royal Tiger coach, MTE 235, referred to in the Editorial.

Autocar, Tunbridge Wells, used a purple and light yellow livery, captured by the late Dick 
Turnbull in his school days.  One of 3 Leyland SG11s with special centre entrance bodies 
(with folding steps) by Hall Lewis for the Uckfi eld – Framfi eld service, but they had a short 
life due to the bodies being structurally weak.

Birmingham coachbuilder, J Buckingham, built this all-weather body on KD 3627, a Tiger 
TS2 of 1928, one of a pair for Imperial, Liverpool.       (SYTM Archives, via Mike Fenton)     
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The “Silver Titan” (TD 9522) coming through the Stonebow at Lincoln demonstrating the 
low height of the TD1 Tian, however, this framed copy found at the Lincoln Museum is 
rather special in that it has been coloured.              (LVVS) 

Leyland exhibited this Model G7 on Stand 26 at the 1921 Olympia Show (in Sheffi eld 
colours?).  It had the 36hp S5 engine but with chromium plated cylinder blocks, long before 
chrome plating was used on vehicles (from about 1929).
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This wonderful bonneted Leyland Ashdod lorry was photographed in Ein Gedi, Israel 
in April 1984.  It certainly has Leyland axles (and maybe a Leyland engine) with other 
components sourced locally.  Who can tell us more please?            (Nick Georgano)

Member, Dave Rogers has painted his Royal Tiger Doyen and this 3 axle ECW bodied 
ONTL11/1R Olympian in the Leyland demonstrator livery used in later years.  When built 
in 1982 it had 103 seats and was offered to China Motor Bus as a demonstrator    
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HWW 54 was a Hybridge Leyland Titan PD2/1 (chassis 484968, line no. 1046) bought 
new in 1949 by W&H Forster, Dunholme, Yorks, for use as staff transport.  It went to 
Autospares, Bingley for scrap in 1965               (Michael Taylor)

Leyland supplied the 8x6 DROPS version of the T45 to the British Army in large numbers 
and many have given good service in Europe and overseas.  All were powered by the Rolls 
Royce Eagle engine and had automatic transmissions           (Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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For heavy haulage operations, DAF built a special model of the 95 Series.  This 95-400 
carries Leyland DAF badges, used for a few years after the takeover, and has a 400 hp DAF 
engine.  It was photographed in Guernsey in September 1992                    (Nick Georgano)

OS4355 is a Leyland Tiger (chassis 8700394) with a “tag” axle in New Zealand.  It has a 
Conquest 45 seater body and was one of two operated by De Luxe Travel of Blenheim on 
the South Island, new in January 1990                     (Tony Hall)
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There were two very signifi cant trucks produced by Leyland that can only 
serve to demonstrate the aspirations of the company at different times in its history, 
both of which did not progress to production but for different reasons.  

Gas Turbine   –  The Gas Turbine truck caused a sensation when it was 
announced in time for the 1970 Commercial Motor Show, held at Earls Court.  The 
vehicle was intended to be the fl agship for the Company’s goods range into the 
1970s and beyond and could be described as the pinnacle of Leyland’s technical 
achievements.  It was powered by a Leyland 2S/350R gas turbine engine, the 
designation meaning 2-Shaft, 350 hp, Regenerators.  The twin shaft arrangement 
was chosen as it separated the gas generator section of the engine from the power 
turbine which was connected through the gearbox to the rear axle.
 Gas turbine engines run at signifi cantly higher speeds than a conventional 
diesel engine and the power turbine of the engine ran at speeds up to 30,000 rpm 
which required a reduction gear on the output shaft of the engine to match it to the 
conventional transmission ratios of an automotive application.  A simple gas turbine 
is also fundamentally less effi cient that a diesel engine and to improve the effi ciency 
of the engine, twin exhaust heat regenerators were incorporated into the design, one 
on each side of the engine, which were rotated by a chain system driven from the 
main gas generator section of the engine.

GT11 photographed on the test track    (Gary Dwyer collection)
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The regenerators were constructed of a ceramic material and their function was to collect 
waste heat from the engine exhaust, returning it to the intake air as the regenerator 
rotated.  They used sliding seals at their periphery to separate the two gas streams and 
it was this part of the engine that was to prove the Achilles heel of the design. The 
transmission was a fully automatic version of the pneumocyclic gearbox and drove 
through conventional propeller shafts to the standard Leyland lightweight rear bogie. 
 The vehicle was fi tted with a updated version of the Ergomatic cab restyled 
by Rover which incorporated stainless steel inserts in the front grille and doors, 
the front panel incorporating “turbine” lettering.  The panels greatly improved the 
appearance of the cab, giving it a car-like style and the whole package was fi nished 
with revised cab steps which were blended into the front wings.  The windscreen 
wiper mountings were moved to the bottom of the windscreen, which was a 
signifi cant change from the standard Ergomatic cab where they were mounted at the 
top of the screen.  Anyone who has driven an Ergomatic-cabbed vehicle in the rain 
can only imagine the improvement that this change would have brought over the 
standard system!
 As the turbine engine was much smaller than the diesel engine it replaced and 
required no radiator, it allowed the cab interior to be revised and the engine tunnel 
was removed from the cab to produce a more open design.  A revised instrument 
panel was also included in the interior package.
 On other stands at the Show, pre-production examples were exhibited in 
the colours of Esso, Shell-BP and Castrol prior to them entering service with these 
companies on a trial basis.  Although the drivers liked the performance of the new 
units, the fuel consumption was signifi cantly higher than the diesel engined vehicles 
that they were evaluated against.  In addition, the heat exchanger system with the 
ceramic recuperators and their sliding seals proved very unreliable in service and 
eventually the project was abandoned.  A revised engine design, incorporating a 
single heat exchanger was produced some years later and mounted in a Marathon 
chassis but this did not progress beyond the engineering prototype stage.
 All the vehicles were returned to Leyland and dismantled but a few have 
survived, these being an early evaluation Comet chassis with a turbine engine, the 
Motor Show exhibit (christened the “Golden Wonder” due to its silver and gold 
colour scheme) and the Marathon.  That the project failed was not a criticism of the 

Left – The Esso Gas Turbine was either GT13 or 14.     Right – GT11 as it is now  (G Dwyer)
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Leyland engineers but more a refl ection of the materials technology available at that 
time. The material challenge would not be insignifi cant today.  (See Fred Boulton’s 
article in Leyland Society Journal No.2).

TX450  –  In the 1980s, Leyland produced a technology demonstrator to 
showcase their vision of the delivery truck of the future, called TX450.  It was a 
radical concept and incorporated many features that would be considered advanced 
today.  The vehicle was a rear-steer 6x2 confi guration and had a special space-frame 
chassis design made of extruded aluminium sections, developed in conjunction with 
Alcan for optimised strength and minimum weight.
 The most striking aspect of the TX450 was the cab, which incorporated all 
of the ergonomic and aerodynamic knowledge that Leyland had gained from their 
truck and bus models over the previous decades.  The cab was fi tted with a large 
wrap-around windscreen for good visibility and wide doors, with low level steps 
to aid entry and exit on multi-drop operations.  The ancillary instruments were 
all on a single screen to the left of the driver whilst the main driver information 
was displayed on a Roadunner-style instrument panel ahead of the steering wheel.  
Although it looked a square design, the cab incorporated large radius corners to 
improve aerodynamic effi ciency as learned during the development of the T45 range 
of trucks.
 Commercial vehicles of the 1980s employed almost no electronic control 
systems for major functions but the TX450, being a technology demonstrator, 
contained a similar level of electronic control to a modern vehicle of today.  The 
vehicle was powered by a special version of the Cummins B Series engine with 
an electronically controlled fuel injection pump.  It drove through a continuously 
variable transmission (CVT) which was also being developed by Leyland, the 
transmission characteristics allowing the engine to run at its most effi cient speed for 
the majority of the time, thereby improving fuel consumption. 
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Roadrunner-type disc brakes with electronic control were fi tted all-round with 
electronically controlled air suspension on all axles, including independent 
suspension at the front.  The vehicle was fi tted with an integrated box van body 
and painted in a striking metallic silver colour scheme.  It was used for engineering 
purposes by Leyland but its prime purpose was a technology demonstrator rather 
than a production-intent vehicle and it appeared at many exhibitions and shows that 
Leyland attended.
 Fortunately, both vehicles can still be admired by Leyland enthusiasts.  The 
TX450 is now on display at the British Commercial Vehicle Museum, Leyland, whilst 
fans of the gas turbine can also appreciate this advanced Leyland design as the Motor 
Show exhibit was recently restored by Knowles Transport and looks every bit as good 
as it must have done when it was revealed to the public all those years ago.

 Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the 
Society, its offi cers nor the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his 
attention any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material 
used. Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed 
to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society 
gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque 
dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is 
not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
 This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with 
additional help from Neil Steele. Distribution by RnB Mailing, Leeds. It was printed by 
Excel Design & Print, Dewsbury.  Items for inclusion in the Spring 2011 issue should be sent 
to the Editor by 20th January 2011.

Rear of preserved GT11 at Gaydon, the registration since corrected to LEY 1969  (G Dwyer)
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SOCIETY ITEMS FOR SALE

Leyland Torque Binders (and new index numbers 49-96)
A new batch of binders is now available for issues 49 onwards, priced at £7

each (£13 for two) incl P&P.    We have had index numbers 49-96 printed and these
are available at an additional £1.50 per set (+ SAE please if purchased separately).
Available from Mike Sutcliffe (address inside front cover), cheque payable to the
Leyland Society.
Leyland Society memento badge, 2010

These excellent Leyland Tiger badges are now
available through our Society Website or from Dave
Bishop, “Sunnyside”, Whitchurch Road, Aston,
Nantwich, CW5 8DB.  The price is £7.00 (incl P+P),
please make cheque payable to the Leyland Society.
(The photograph shows the actual size of the badge,
with Tiger leaping through the green safety triangle).
DVD – Leylands at Crich  –  our 10th Anniversary Gathering, 2008

This is an excellent and new DVD to celebrate our special Gathering at Crich
in 2008, the DVD just having been produced by Tailgate Productions Ltd and
released at the end of July this year.  It is extremely well put together, varied and
comprehensively covers what was regarded by many as our most successful
Gathering to date.  Copies can be obtained through the Society Website or from
Dave Bishop (address above) at a price of £16.95 (incl P+P), payable to The
Leyland Society.

COVER PICTURES

Front Cover  – This Beaver 12.B/1 (chassis 540591) was new in April 1954.
With drawbar trailer it is seen making a pub delivery in Liverpool on 23rd May 1966.
It was operated by Bents Brewery Ltd of Johnston Street, Liverpool. (Peter Davies)

Back Cover  – In August 1959 another group of enthusiasts (including your
Editor at the age of 16, in the centre) were in Jersey admiring and enjoying the
elderly Leylands, also making plans to bring a TD1 Titan home – more in the next
issue of Leyland Torque.    (Mike Sutcliffe)
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Leyland Trucks Ltd.
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WEBMASTER John Woodhouse, contact via David Bishop
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This “Leyland Hippo Blotter” was
made by Leyland Motors as a gift
for customers in the early 1930s,
being part of a set which included a
Badger on a rock and the Bengal
Tiger on an ash tray.  They were cast
in bronze and mounted on a green
onyx base, and looked really
magnificent   

(Mike Sutcliffe)
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